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whoami
- Yi Liu, https://yiliu6240.github.io
- Senior research associate in 

health data science, IEU Programme 4
- EpiGraphDB https://epigraphdb.org 

development
- Currently working on natural 

language processing studies
- Register your software with

https://mrcieu.github.io !
- Was co-organising the 

Bioinformatics reading group

https://yiliu6240.github.io
https://mrcieu.github.io


Outline

- The Vectology platform
- Mapping biomedical entities via their vector representations
- Mapping biomedical entities via ontology representation

- Technologies
- Platform architecture
- Finetuning a transformer model
- Serving the model



Vectology platform, http://vectology.mrcieu.ac.uk



Vectology as a GWAS trait recommender



Trait recommender via text vector representations

- Deep learning based trained models with biomedical domain focus
- Encode a trait to a high dimensional embedding (e.g. 1x768)
- Index these dense vectors in Elasticsearch
- Compute pairwise cosine similarity of two trait embeddings
- Recommend traits via nearest neighbour search

- Shortcomings:
- Blackbox
- Reliant on embedded

knowledge
representations

Model BIOSSES MEDSTS

BioSentVec (PubMed) 0.817 0.750

BLUEBERT (PubMed, base, 
uncased)

0.848 89.3



transformers

- seq2seq (“attention is all you need”), BERT, GPT-{1,2,3}, etc
- multi-headed self-attention, transformer encoders + decoders
- pretrained language models with massive natural language corpus
- finetuning for a downstream task

- sentiment analysis (sequence classification)
- named entity recognition, relationship extraction (token classification)
- question answering
- text generation

- BERT: transformer pretrained language model on Wikipedia + BookCorpus 
datasets

- BLUEBERT: further pretraining on BERT using biomedical datasets PubMed 
abstracts + MIMIC clinical notes



Trait recommender via ontology mapping

- Use task specific knowledge to reinforce entity 
representations

- Train (finetune) a biomedically general purpose 
Transformer model (BLUEBERT)

- Training task: learn the relative distance of 
ontology terms

- Inference: mapping traits as if they are
new nodes in the ontology graph



Experimental Factor Ontology (EFO)



Experimental Factor Ontology (EFO)
https://epigraphdb.org



GWAS Catalog study, and its EFO annotation



Method

- Process EFO graph into a networkx graph
- Attach GWAS Catalog traits as new EFO nodes
- For every node:

- pairwise distance as number of steps via shortest path
- self-distance with its synonyms as step 0
- (not done yet) pairwise synonym distance

- Uniform sample 30%
- Type 1: regression of distance scores
- Type 2: classification of distance scores

- 0 - 4 asis
- 5+ squashed to 5



Training task



Results
- Only need a few finetuning epochs, as expected
- Small sample suffice
- Mk1 (regression): explained variance 0.98, MSE 0.11, MAE 0.22
- Mk2 (classification): accuracy 0.99, precision 0.99, recall 0.99



Results - the good



Results - the bad



Results - the really bad



Architecture of the Vectology platform

- Processing
- python

- Model training
- pytorch lightning, huggingface transformers, wandb

- Web services
- Orchestration: docker-compose
- Frontend (http://vectology.mrcieu.ac.uk): Vue.js, Vuetify
- Backend API (http://vectology-api.mrcieu.ac.uk): FastAPI
- Recommender: Elasticsearch
- biosentvec serving: Django
- pretrained bert serving: bert-as-service https://github.com/hanxiao/bert-as-service
- inhouse model serving: torchserve

http://vectology.mrcieu.ac.uk
http://vectology-api.mrcieu.ac.uk
https://github.com/hanxiao/bert-as-service


Model training

- 4 finetuning epochs

- Paralleisation
- 1 node, 4 GPUs
- distributed data parallel

- half-precision (16bit) 
computation

- One cycle learning rate 
scheduling

- Data loader
- RAM 90G
- Custom SQL loader
- Tokenization on-the-fly

UoB bluepebble cluster



huggingface transformers and pytorch lightning

- huggingface transformers

- pytorch lightning
- keras style building blocks (trainer, data module, model)
- much better hackability (monitoring, scheduling, etc)
- builtin support for 

- mixed floating point, parallelised training, etc
- lr finder, early stopping, etc
- 3rd party plugins: wandb, mlflow



wandb (weights and biases https://wandb.ai)

- metrics and artifacts logging
- system monitoring



simple parsing
- hyperparameter definition 

and parsing in one place!



torchserve



torchserve
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